Affordable, mobile ergonomic computing

Designed for manufacturing floors, clinical documentation, labs, distribution centers, and high activity areas, the lightweight streamlined Neo-Flex Cart transforms any space into a productive sit-stand computing environment. Creating an optimal platform for point-of-need data input, the Neo-Flex cart helps improve viewing comfort, increase user accuracy and productivity while supporting wireless initiatives.

The Neo-Flex LCD Cart features Ergotron’s Constant Force patented lift technology, 27-inch (68 cm) height range, independent adjustment for LCD Arm, 65° screen tilt and large worksurface. Complete with a flexible open architecture design, this solution supports mobile computing needs today and tomorrow.

The Laptop Cart features Ergotron’s Constant Force patented lift technology, 20-inch (51 cm) effortless lift range, and an integrated laptop security system for theft deterrence and stability. Complete with a flexible open architecture design, this secure, low-cost solution supports mobile computing needs today and tomorrow.
1. Integrated security system for 13–17” laptops, allows cooling airflow, works with port-replicators, avoids use of adhesive and Velcro, uses unique security fastener and driver
2. Worksurface: 16.5” W x 20.5” D (42 x 52 cm)
3. Power brick mounts under worksurface in cable storage area
4. Durable, easy-to-clean exterior composed of aluminum, high-grade plastic and zinc-plated/powder coated painted steel
5. Includes power strip and cable wrap mounting bracket
6. Cables along main column are secured with “zip-ties” at provided attachment points
7. Wheel-to-wheel base: 17.5” x 22.8” (44 x 58,2 cm)

Patented Constant Force (CF) lift-and-pivot motion technology

LCD pans side-to-side for closer access; arm also reaches low for people wearing bifocals or using a tablet PC
Conveniently attaches VESA-compliant (75 x 75 or 100 x 100 mm) thin client CPU to the underside of the worksurface
Work sitting or standing with the ergonomic 27-inch (68 cm) height adjustment range
Flexible, open architecture design is ready for the computer equipment of today and tomorrow
Safe and neat routing of cables through the expansive cable management storage area
Constant Force patented lift technology provides fluid, one-touch adjustment
Lightweight, actual cart weighs under 38 lbs (17 kg)

NF Cart Laptop Vertical Kit
97-546

NF Cart Handle and Basket Kit 97-545 (grey)
Universal CPU Holder 80-105-064 (dark grey)
NF Cart Wire Basket Kit 97-544

Suggested accessories: